WARRANTY TERMS
We here at AFN 4X4 AUSTRALIA PTY LTD are confident in our products and trust that they are strong
and durable – we will warrant, by choice of repair or replacement, any faulty, damaged and/or missing
goods or material incurred from Factory. AFN 4X4 AUSTRALIA PTY LTD will warrant against the
following, but are not limited to:
1) Factory Manufacturing Fault (Products and/or Material):
a) Incorrectly designed products that do not fit to the standard allocations of the specified
vehicle;
i) Mounting brackets and/or bracket holes pre-drilled incorrectly from factory;
ii) Bolt length and/or size incorrect for required task for specified part/product; and
iii) Inability to access bolt holes or access points due to manufacturing fault and/or design.

e.g. product mounting bracket holes are not in line with the allocated mounting hole pattern
on the specified vehicle, due to factory fault in pre-drilling.

b) Product has an incorrect shape (form), it is not equal (not that of the same) and is not
consistent with the entire product, from factory therefore making it not possible to fit;
i) Steel or Aluminum product has changed form due to heat or extreme pressure from
factory;
ii) Steel or Aluminum product has been manufactured unevenly and/or not to the
dimensions and shape of the designed measurements and form of the specified model.
2) Missing Parts and/or Material from Factory:
a) Parts required for fitment that have not been supplied with the product and/or packaging
of, therefore making it not possible to fit. Parts include, but are not limited to:
i) Bolts, washers and nuts as per listed in the fitment instructions for specified product;
ii) Wiring harness/loom (if requested at time of purchase) for light installations on vehicles
with no pre-existing indicator/fog lights standard from factory;
iii) Pinch-Weld Rubbers required for installation around headlights and fenders; and
iv) Components including mounting brackets and reinforcement brackets.
We will not warrant or be held responsible for any issues that may occur before, during or after fitment
if the product has been:
a)
b)
c)
d)

fitted by a person/third party that is not a registered AFN Fitter.
modified or changed in any way.
damaged after factory and/or after protective packaging has been removed.
damaged after factory and fitted to a vehicle or display.

If damage, whether from factory, in transit or from/after packaging, we urge that you report all details
and photographs to the AFN Dealer whom you purchased the product/s from.
AFN 4x4 Australia will not warrant, replace or repair any products that were damaged (from factory, in
transit or from/after packaging) that were still fitted to the vehicle. If damaged products are fitted to
vehicles or displays, AFN 4x4 Australia will not be responsible for any costs or actions that may be
involved in rectifying damages, including but not limited to, costs for labour, paint, repair or
replacement.
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